KIBEL GALLERY TALK:
MAKING THE MEMORIAL

March 2, 2020 | 12:00 - 1:30 PM
Kibel Gallery, Architecture Building

The Holodomor Memorial in Washington, D.C., is a tribute to the victims of the man-made famine engineered by Stalin’s regime in Soviet Ukraine in 1932-1933. On Monday, March 2, a gallery talk about the memorial’s making will feature design architect Larysa Kurylas (B.ARCH ‘80) along with Mary Kay Lanzillotta, FAIA and Greta Weidner, AIA (M. ARCH ’02) of Hartman-Cox Architects, the architect-of-record; Will Stann from Forrester Construction; and co-sculptor Lawrence Welker IV from Laran Bronze Foundry.

Drinks and desserts will be served.